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Across
2. This street was originally settled by Gypsies, but

eventually became a permanent establishment,
which housed artisans

3. This mountain village consists of wood planked
houses; individuals in this area are known for their
pottery and knitting

10. This building is dedicated to the inventor, Nikola
Tesla, who invented the alternating current motor

14. Capital city
17. Primary religion
18. Scientist, electrical engineer, and inventor, who

worked with Thomas Edison and tremendously
helped our current understanding of electricity and
communication

20. Currency used
22. The monument from the skulls of the rebels in the

Battle of Cegar

   

Down
1. Also known as Devil's Town, this is a group of

202 rock formations on Radan Mountain
4. The most famous basketball player from Serbia,

who played for Partizan Belgrade, LA Lakers, and
many other important teams

5. Located near River Sava and Danube, this
building served as a defender of this area's point of
access; it helped to defend against many invasions

6. Famous model, musician, actress, and fashion
designer; she participated in The Fifth Element,
The Messenger: The Story of Joan of Arc and
Resident Evil

7. Previously working as an investigative reporter, he
was the assistant editor for The New York Times
Investigations Desk

8. Located near Danube, this is a symbol of the
turmoil this particular area has endured over time

9. A famous film director; he won the best director
award at Cannes for Time of the Gypsies

11. This former island is located near the Sava River,
and is covered in thick trees

12. Tennis professional that had undefeated streak in
the beginning of the 2011 season

13. He is considered to be one of the best soccer
defenders in the world; he had a strong partnership
with Rio Ferdinand

15. A famous poet, who received the Pulitzer Prize for
Poetry in the Prose Poems (1990)

16. The expert and professional in method
development regarding reactor design and
analysis; she is also known for using medicine for
radiation

18. This fort was built in the 18th century, and was
controlled by the Turks

19. A Serbian American actor who was in A Streetcar
Named Desire, for which he won the Academy
Award for Best Supporting Actor

21. Type of government


